This guide is for Agency or Admin users who are administering Reference Metadata in Fusion Registry.
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2 Overview

Where Structural Metadata information is used to enable a computer system to understand and process data, Reference Metadata can be thought of as information for a human user to better understand (and process) the data. Reference Metadata is typically textual information which can be attached to any Structure or Data artefact known to the Fusion Registry. Reference Metadata can be used to describe information such as how data are collected, explanatory notes, it can be used to build a glossary of terms, or provide more detailed information about Codes in the context of the data collection in which they are used.

Examples of Reference Metadata can be found when viewing data. This may come in the form of links to extra text against a Concept, Code, or Data point, as shown below.

![Figure 1: An example of Reference Metadata in a Web dissemination system](image)

Reference Metadata can include HTML text, and can therefore include any HTML artefacts such as images, or links to external web pages or files for additional information.

Reference Metadata links to an item of Structural Metadata or an aspect of a dataset. This allows Reference Metadata to be artefacts which may be maintained outside of the Fusion Registry, for example Reference Metadata can be authored and linked to an Observation value held in an external data store. The Fusion Registry is responsible for obtaining any linked reference metadata on request, and the information to indicate additional information exists can be included in the SDMX response to a data or structure query by a process used to enrich the structure or data response with additional links to Reference Metadata.

The Fusion Registry provides Reference Metadata management facilities, enabling authoring, editing, and visualising Reference Metadata in the system.

This user guide describes the process of authoring and managing Reference Metadata, as well as how the information is made available to client applications of the Fusion Registries SDMX web service.
3 Creating a Metadata Report

A Metadata Report is analogous to a dataset, in that it contains the reported data (metadata) which must conform to a pre-defined Structure Definition. In the same way that reported Datasets must conform to the Data Structure Definition (DSD), reported Metadata Sets must conform to the Metadata Structure Definition (MSD). Before a Metadata Report can be created, or uploaded to the user interface, a MSD must first be defined.

For information on how to create an MSD, please read the Structural Metadata Management Guide.

Once an MSD has been created it is possible to then create a Metadata Report by navigating to the Metadata Overview page, which can be accessed from the left hand menu bar.

In order to author a Metadata Report, the authenticated user must be logged in as an admin or Agency user. To create a report, select the Report Structure that the report will conform to in the table, and from the maintenance menu select Create Report for selected Report Structure.

![Create Report for selected Report Structure](image1)

Figure 2 showing the steps required to create a Metadata Report

3.1 Choosing the Target

The first step is to choose the target structure; the options presented here are dependent on the allowable targets defined by the MSD to which the report conforms.

The **Target Type** option (if it is available) will take values of either **Structure** which refers to a Structural Metadata item, or **Data**, which refers to a Series, Observation, or a Code value in the context of a particular Dataflow (known as a Dimension Value).

3.1.1 Structure Target

For a structure target, the list of available structure types will be displayed, some structures such as Codes and Concepts first require that the parent structure is first selected, for example if the target type is a Code, then the Codelist which owns the Code must first be selected.

![Select Dataflow](image2)

Figure 3 showing a list of available Structure Targets for a particular report (this list is enforced by the MSD)
3.1.2 Data Target

Data Targets can be split into two types, a **Series/Observation value**, or a **Dimension Value**. The latter provides the ability to author Metadata for a Code in the context of a given Dataflow.

Metadata authored for a Series or Observation first requires the Dataflow to be selected, followed by the selection of the Series or Observation value. On selecting a Dataflow, the user is presented with a data query form, which enables the selection of an Observation by clicking the relevant table cell. The Metadata Report can be authored for either the selected Observation or the Series to which the Observation belongs.

![Figure 4 showing the Observation and Series selection for Metadata Report attachment](image)

Metadata Authored for a Dimension Value also requires the Dataflow to be selected first. On Dataflow selection, the user is presented with a list of Coded Dimensions for the Dataflow. On selecting a Dimension the list of available Codes for the Dimension are presented for selection. On selecting a Code in the table, the Create Report button is enabled.
3.2 Authoring the Report

Once the target has been selected, the report can be authored. The Metadata Report authoring tool presents the Report Structure to the user. The report structure is the structure of the report as defined by the associated Metadata Structure Definition against which the report is being authored.

The Report Structure is a fixed structure and contains controls to add items into the report. These items get added into the Reported Attributes section. The Reported Attributes section contains the items that will exist in the final report. If the Report Structure contains a hierarchy, child items cannot be added before the parent item is added. This can be seen in the image above where only Source Items has an add icon.

When items are added from the Report Structure to the Report, they appear in the Reported Attributes section as shown below.

The Reported Attributes section contains clickable labels, with the selected attribute being providing the context for the report entry form. On clicking a Reported Attribute, an authoring area will be
presented in the lower half of the page. In addition the highlighted Report Structure item is dependent on the selected Reported Attribute, when new Report Structure items are added they are either added as a child or sibling of the currently selected Reported Attribute. On selection of Reported Attributes the Report Structure items will be updated to show a ‘+’ if they can be added as a child or sibling of the selected attribute, or the ‘+’ will be removed if it cannot be. In the image above, the Report Structure elements for Frequency and Documentation can only occur once for Source Items, and therefore they are no longer valid selections as they have already been added to the Reported Attributes.

3.3 HTML Editor
If a Reported Attribute has been set to be of type HTML (as defined by the MSD) then the text entry section is an HTML Authoring tool as shown below.

The HTML editor contains a number of items in the header bar which include:
3.4 Multilingual Text
The Metadata Report Name can be defined in any number of languages. In addition Report Attribute of type String or HTML will have a true/false condition defining if they can contain multilingual text. This condition is defined in the associated Metadata Structure Definition, if it is set to true, then on selection of a different language, the field will be automatically updated for entry.

Text can be provided in languages other than the default (English) by clicking on the add ‘+’ icon next to the Report Language field.

![Figure 9 showing the Report Language control](image)

3.5 Saving a Report
To save a Metadata Report click on the Save icon by the page title, as shown in the image below.

![Figure 10 showing the Save button](image)

When a report is saved, it is immediately available in the UI of the Fusion Registry HTML Interface, and web services.

3.6 Editing a Report
To edit a report, navigate to the Metadata Overview page using the left hand menu bar. Choose the Report Structure in the table and click View Reports. In the resultant Metadata Reports table select the Metadata Report to edit, and the maintenance button will contain the option to edit the report, as shown in the image below.
3.7 Deleting a Report

Deleting a Report is performed using the same mechanism as described above, except the action is Delete Selected Report.
4 Viewing Reference Metadata

4.1 Overview

Reference Metadata is attached to a structure, or data point. This attachment is a one way association, the structure or data point does contain information about the Reference Metadata attached to it. The Fusion Registry is able to make the connection between structures, data, and Reference Metadata. When a request is made for a structures or data, the request can include a parameter to include any links to Reference Metadata, if there are associated Reference Metadata they are returned as Annotations on the structure or data message.

In the HTML User Interface this association is made visible in both the Structure management pages and the data browser pages.

In the SDMX Web Services, the association is made apparent by the inclusion of Annotations in the SDMX response messages. An Annotation defining a link to Reference Metadata provides the URL from where the additional Reference Metadata can be obtained. The visualisation of the Reference Metadata is client dependant. In the Fusion Registry user interface any HTML text will be styled according to the Fusion Registry styles as defined in the CSS (Cascading Style Sheet), therefore HTML text may not be presented in the same was as a custom built dissemination application.

4.2 Viewing in the User Interface

For Reference Metadata attached to a structure, the ability to view linked Reference Metadata will appear when viewing the as shown below.

Figure 11 showing the View Reference Metadata button for a Codelist which has Reference Metadata attached to it or one of its Codes.
If the Reference Metadata is attached to a Code, Concept, Dimension, Data Structure Definition or Dataflow the metadata link will also be presented appear in the Data Browser by placing an ‘i’ indicator next to the appropriate item, as shown below.
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Figure 12 showing an ‘i’ indicator for the Reference Area dimension

The ‘i’ icon is clickable which on click will display the Reference Metadata for the item. The ‘i’ icon can be used to indicate multiple Metadata Reports exist for the item, with all reports being displayed on click.

If Reference Metadata is attached to an Observation value an ‘i’ icon will be placed next to the Observation value, as shown in the image below.

Figure 13 showing Reference Metadata for the selected Observation Cell

4.3 Reference Metadata in Web Service Response

It is possible to query for Reference Metadata directly, by constructing a query to the web service for a structures or a dataset, the path of the query is prefixed with the keyword ‘metadata’, and this tells the web service not to respond with the matched structures or dataset, but instead to respond with the Metadata Reports that are relevant to that matched information. For example if the client queries the data web service for a dataset containing 5 observation values and each observation
value has associated Reference Metadata, then the client could run the same query including the ‘metadata’ path parameter. The response to the second query would be all 5 Metadata Reports, one for each Observation that matched the data query.

The direct query approach serves one use case, where the full Metadata Reports are required. However this solution requires 2 queries, one for the structural or data information, and a second to retrieve all linked Reference Metadata. Another approach is to include the fact that there is linked Reference Metadata in the response to a data or structure query, without having to bring back the full Metadata Report. This is achieved by using a parameter on the then of a data query or structure query to include Metadata Annotations. The Web Services documentation provides the information on what this parameter is called and the values it takes. The Annotation approach provides the URL to the additional Reference Metadata and the annotation is placed on the relevant artefact in the message, for example if Reference Metadata is attached to a Code in a Codelist, then it is the Code that will include the Annotation.